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Abstract
A type of design method of monitoring system on pulley car is introduced. The system is composed of car control
unit, ground control unit, communication unit and computer management unit. The key element of system is based
on induction radio communication technology. The position of pulley car can be detected dynamically by following
hardware and software unit. At the same time, the signal of position is sent to host linked. By watching animation of
pulley car, workers standing in workroom can know the position of pulley car accurately at any moment.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Society for
Automobile, Power and Energy Engineering
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1. Introduction
In coking plant, coal is regarded as main raw material and fuel. Through coking, regeneration and
finishing process, we can provide high-quality coke, coke oven gas and chemical products for the group.
The whole process includes preparation of coal, coking, coke quenching, recovery, refining and other
steps. The so-called coal preparation is to blend certain standards of coking coal in accordance with the
principles of quality and cost, and then coal is smashed, selected and sent into the oven at room
temperature. They are heated by the hot flow from furnace walls and bottom with air conditions in
isolation and then coal material is translated into coke. Not only ash, sulphur and phosphorus content of
coke, but also fragmentation of coke, mechanical strength and thermal strength are all determined by the
nature of raw coal and blending proportion to a large extent. For example, the blending of low ash and
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sulphur leads to coke with low ash and sulphur; if high volatile gas coal with low metamorphic grade is
increased, it will make coke to become slender with small fragmentation variable; if coal containing more
mineral impurities, it will affect the strength of coke; the grinding fineness of coal will also affect the
strength of coke.
Previously, several workers of coking plant are arranged waiting at the top of tower and keep in touch
with staff in control room by phone. Because of telephone contact, the negligence of workers on the tower
or something unexpected happened will result in errors and affect the quality of following coke. Now the
staff on duty of control room can get the car's location exactly by watching animation. And then the coal
blending can be implemented in strict accordance with the plan. In this way, the coal blending and other
following processes is able to be completed successfully.
2. The total design system
The control system is mainly composed of four parts: car control unit, ground control unit,
communication unit and computer management unit. The system block diagram is shown in Fig.1.
Fig.1. System block diagram
Car control unit is composed of car carrier generator, power amplifier, power supply module, terminal
blocks and other accessories. A certain frequency is generated by carrier generator, and amplified by
power amplifier, sent out through antenna. In our system, the car carrier generator is a source signal
station. The signals for position detection are transmitted by it ceaselessly.
Communication unit consists of sending antenna, coded flat cable and communication cable. Signal
with position information of pulley car is sent by sending antenna to coded flat cable which is linked
directly to ground control room through communication cable. The principle of location detection is based
on induction radio. The distance between sending antenna and coded flat cable is about 10cm. The signal
with position information sent by antenna is induced by cable because of electromagnetic induction.
HVB board, POWER board, CPU board, I/O board, APD board, HRPD board, BUS board, display
board, power supply module and so on constitute ground control unit. The carrier signal produced by
carrier generator is amplified by power amplifier and sent by sending antenna. When the signal is induced
by coded flat cable, it is transmitted to the ground control unit through communication cable. Firstly,
double signal becomes single signal through HVB board. Then, we can get the following position
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information by APD and HRPD board. Finally, the real position of pulley car can be obtained through
CPU board. The position may be showed directly by display board. At the same time, it also can be
carried to host through serial port. The position information may be showed during monitoring interface
with form of animated. So workers standing in workshop may watch the location of pulley car
immediately.
Computer management unit is composed of host and monitoring software. Host is linked with CPU
board through serial port. Monitoring software is made with VC. The programming with VC is very
efficient. Simultaneously, the running speed of monitoring software is fast. Software can show the working
status of car dynamically during monitoring interface. By using management software, workers can
arrange the production plan conveniently and monitor the running status of pulley car.
3. Car control unit
The control section of pulley car is composed of car carrier generator, power amplifier, power supply
module, terminal blocks and other accessories. The block diagram of car control unit is showed in Fig.2.
Fig.2. Hardware block diagram of pulley car
In our system, the car carrier generator is a source signal station to detect position of pulley car. It is
always active to send out signals with position information to ground control unit. Because of some
practical reasons, the frequency band we used usually is around 49k Hz.
Power amplifier is composed of three parts: pre-class circuit, middle class circuit and post level circuit.
The former two circuits are mainly to enlarge voltage with chip of TL081 from Texas Company.  The last
part is to magnify power with chip of LM3886 from NS Company.
4. Communication unit
Communication unit consists of coded flat cable, sending antenna and communication cable. Induction
radio communication is the key element of system. It can provide a reliable way for position detecting of
pulley car. Next, we will introduce the principle in detail.
The way of wireless location detection is divided into ground unit detection and car unit detection. The
former means to get position of pulley car in control room. The latter acquires location in moving car.
Fig.3. Structure diagram of position detection
In our system, ground unit detection is introduced. The structure diagram is shown in Fig.3. Coded flat
cable is installed next to a track of car. Antenna box is installed on pulley car. When moving, car always
keeps a distance z (z ≈ 10 cm) with coded cable. When generator sends signals to antenna through power
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amplifier, the several pair lines of cable produce induced signal. The signals are detected by ground control
unit. Through operations, the center location of sending coil with x coordinate is obtained. We regard this
location as position of moving pulley car [1].
4.1. Magnetic field model of electromagnetic induction
The working scheme of sending antenna and coded flat cable is showed in Fig.4.
Fig.4. Working scheme of sending antenna and coded cable
Sending antenna which is composed of many coils is put in antenna box. There are several pair lines
with a certain distance in coded flat cable. The close pair lines intercrossed is equal to a single rectangle
loop. Antenna is located on pulley car which is made of many rectangle loops. When antenna with current
is close to coded flat cable, the corresponding close pair lines will produce EMF (electromotive force) and
generate current in pair lines. It is equivalent to mutual signal transmission across transformer. The passing
mode without contact is similar to wireless communication way, called induction radio communication [2].
The magnetic field of sending coil generated in space is more complex. For ease of analysis, uniform
magnetic field model is adopted: When z is small, the distance between coded flat cable and sending
antenna is less (Fig.3, z = 5cm). We can consider approximately that the magnetic lines produced by
sending coil pass the transmission pair lines vertically and the magnetic induction intensity distributes
along x-axis uniformly [1].
In Fig.5, for convenient analysis, sending coil of antenna and several pair lines of coded cable are
putted in the same plane. The width of sending coil and the distance between the two cross are all equal to
W, W = 2 r. The x coordinate of coil center is located as reference. The area between two crosses of pair
lines is called K region (K =,,…). For sending coil, the distance away from center line of region
K is named as d.
Fig.5. Schematic diagram of the relation between coil position and induction area
Based on uniform magnetic model, magnetic lines pass across the transmission of pair lines vertically.
The induced EMF only exists in induction area (the transmission pair lines area covered by sending coil).
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Due to presence of a cross, the induced EMF phase of next two areas distributed on both sides of the cross
is reverse. The phase of induce EMF for area facing center of sending coil is plus. Another phase is
opposite. So the final e is the vector composite of induced EMF [1].
Based on above model, intensity of magnetic induction distribute along x axis evenly. The amplitude
A of induced EMF e is proportional to effective induced area. The effective area is the difference between
two regions. In Fig. 5, for position 1, d = 0, the effective induced area is the maximum S = Smax = W × B,
A = Amax (y, z). In position 3, d = r, the effective induced area of S = 0, A = 0. In position 2, the
effective induced area S = (W - 2 d) × B, Then: A = Amax (y, z) × ((W - 2 d)/W) = Amax (y, z) × ( (r –
d)/r).
4.2. Principle of position detection
During practice, we will find when antenna moves, the pair lines of cable will induce voltage. The
induced voltage phase will change with intersections of cable. That is to say, the phase of induced voltage
changes once when antenna passes through one intersection of cable. If a phase is recorded as "0", inverse
one is recorded as "1". Then with the antenna moving, the induced voltage phase will alternate like "010
101…", but this change only correspond two states. If we increase number of pair lines and different
positions crossed, a set of binary code will be obtained while antenna moves [2]. It is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig.6. Principle of position detecting
The smallest interval of G0 is listed in Fig. 6, and next G1, again G2.... When antenna moves in
direction of arrow, the sequence of induced voltage phase on G2G1G0 is: 000 → 001 → 010 → 011 →
100 → 101 → ... → 111. Through the detection of induced voltage phase, we can get a group of (0, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 ...) binary code of location. While antenna is installed in pulley car, so this set of binary code also
reflects the location of car [3]. Appropriately increasing the number of pair lines in cable and interval of G
line can easily extend the detection length, the relation of maximum test length with n is listed as below:
P= 2nD                                     (1)
Where P=maximum detection length (m); n= number of pair lines in cable; D= the minimum interval cross
G0 line (m).
The main advantage of this method is that when moving car is power on again, you can immediately
get the actual location. So the way is called APD (Absolute Position Detection). In practice, in order to
reduce error codes from non-simultaneous nature of phase transition, the rule of intersection of pair lines is
made on Gray. There is only one pair of line across between two least intervals, which will minimize error
codes. This code is called Gray code. They can be reverted to binary code by following hardware in ground
control unit. About how to get real position of pulley car, we will introduce related idea in detail.
In addition, from the above formula, we know that the minimum detection accuracy of APD is related
to D, minimum interval cross-G0 lines. D is smaller and the detection accuracy is higher, but D can not be
unlimited decreased. D is generally not less than 0.1m (100mm). Apparently some factories require high
precision (measurement accuracy ≤ 10mm). APD is far from meeting the requirements. So we developed a
precise position detection technology, called HRPD (High Resolution Position Detection) [4].
During surveying of APD, we found that when antenna moves between intersections in G0 line, the
signal amplitude is not constant. But it is linear to the position of antenna, the smallest in the cross-point,
almost to 0, in the loop centre, biggest. And changes of magnitude are the same to all close loops. So just
detecting the signal amplitude of G0 line, position information of antenna in close loop can be obtained.
They can be transferred to binary code through A/D transform, and code accuracy only depends on the
Antenna
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accuracy of amplitude detection and A/D conversion [3]. Thus the final accuracy is very high. Now it has
proved that the detection accuracy is 5mm during the application.
We express PH with HRPD and PA with APD. And then we can get a precise position through PH and
PA. It responds to position of car quickly, which is formulated as follow:
PS = PA + PH                                                                (2)
Where PS=absolute position; PA=APD position; PH=HRPD position.
5. Ground control unit
The ground control unit consists of HVB board, POWER board, CPU board, I/O board, APD board,
HRPD board, BUS board, display board, power supply module and so on. Hardware block diagram of
location detection is showed in Fig.7.
Fig.7. Block diagram of location detection
From the above figure, we may know the working scheme of location detection. The carrier of
position generator on board is amplified and sent to antenna, then sent out. All close pair loops of coded
flat cable will produce varied voltages, and all of these were sent to G line selection circuit. After
amplification circuit, they are obtained by phase identification circuit. So we can get a group of serial
Gray code-APD code and send these to control module CPU, and convert codes from serial to parallel
and from Gray code to binary code, and this will be PA. At the same time, while induced voltage of G0
line is amplified and sent to amplitude detection circuit, we can get a certain voltage. And it was taken to
A/D converter circuit, forming a position code of HRPD on behalf of precise location. It is read by CPU
and became PH. We can get PS by adding PA to PH with CPU [4].
6. Computer management unit
Computer management unit is composed of host and monitoring software. The main module and
serial communication module of management software are all programmed with VC. The popular
interface of Windows is used. So the whole system is based on a good man-machine interface. And it is
also efficient, stable and portable. While writing code, we minimized the use of control. So the
maintainability of system is very strong.
The main function of network interface module is to provide real-time data for remote users. It is
convenient for those high-level users to check the latest inventory data and working conditions.
Once monitoring software is started, we can use all function and monitor the moving of pulley car at
any time. When a plan is finished, a corresponding record will generate to record situation of plan. At the
same time, you can query all records for a period or several teams. Of course, you may backup these
records to a storage media and recovery them in another computer.
In addition, you can utilize some system functions, including general, serial communication and
position of hole for unloading coal. General configuration includes mode of relief, recycling sequence of
workers, starting time and entering password. Serial communication configuration consists of port number,
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baud rate, checkout, data bit, stop bit and capability of storage. Position of hole for unloading coal
configuration involves starting position, ending position and holding time.
Fig.8. Interface of monitoring software
7. Conclusion
In this paper, a new monitoring approach for pulley car based on induction radio communication is
presented. Compared other position detecting methods, this one is stable, reliable, and inexpensive. If
factories call for us to add function of automatic running control in the future, we just should increase
some control units on the basis of the original. So the system has a good extended performance. The
system has been applied in several coking plants of steel factory. It not only can guarantee the accuracy of
coal blending proportion, but also lighten the labouring intensity of workers. With the development of
society and industry, the system will be used more often and widely in other fields.
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